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0 INTRODUCTION of the video disk. This means that the CD is compar-

The Compact Disc (CD) and the optical video disk atively rigid because of its thickness-to-diameter ratio.
The disk rotates at a speed of between 200 and 600 r/have basically the same cross-sectional structure of the
min at a 1.25-m/s linear velocity. The acceptable rangepit and the same track pitch. However, there are three
of vertical deflection, that is, the acceptable variationconsiderable differences between the two. First, the
in flatness of the CD, is greater than that of a videodiameter of the CD is 120 mm, approximately one-

third the diameter of the optical video disk. Second, disk, but the CD is played with a semiconductor laser
diode of 780-nm wavelength, compared with the 633-the music signal is directly recorded on the CD in digital

form without analog modulation. Third, the signal is nm wavelength of the helium-neon gas laser used for
the video disk. Therefore the numerical aperture of thepicked up by a near-infrared beam from a semiconductor

laser diode. These differences suggest that, for the most pickup optics must be increased from 0.40 to 0.45 in
part, CD manufacturing will be less complex than optical order to obtain the same small 1.5-1xm focused spot
video disk manufacturing, but we can expect some dif- for readout. Because a large numerical aperture cor-
ficulties. So far we have only video disk production responds to a smaller focus depth, and because a var-iation of the normal to the disk surface causes deteri-

experience to go on. oration of the readout spot due to the coma aberrationWe have recently completed the installation of our
production line and have just entered the preproduction effect, the maximum angular deviation is specified.
phase, so you will see that there are some aspects of Fig. 2 shows the main specifications for mechanical
production with which we have little experience. Also, accuracy. Maximum angular deviation is specified as

+0.6 degree. When a spherical or umbrella-shapedbecause some of this material is still proprietary, we
deformation occurs, the 0.6 degree corresponds to awill not be able to go into all the details.
0.32-mm vertical deflection. Because this tight 0.6-First, we describe the structure of the disk, and then

review the production process, from master-tape editing degree value is applied only to the signal surface formed
to final disk finishing. Finally, some signal character- by a precise mechanical mold, not by a galvanic nickel
istics will be pointed out, which should be carefully LA,[LPR,NT
monitored. A,R.,_ctiv.L,V,T
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I /1 COMPACT DISC STRUCTURE _ // j o,m
Fig. I shows the cross section of the CD. It is similar ',_"_--_ t:'," _ '_' ....', _' _ _, _ -

to that of_an optical video disk. The signal is picked '('//_J i _?_,'_''"_///////,//__/_////_J ',.2_,,
up from a semiconductor laser diode using a laser beam, "_ //[ i t'" _'/_' '/x //////////I

penetrating a transparent plastic material, 1.2 mm thick. ,s_ \" '
TRANSPARENT

The 1.2-mm thickness prevents signal disturbance by SU,ST,^TE ,
dust or defects on the incident surface of the diskl just
asinthevideodisk.But,asnoted,thediameterisonly 120mm

120 mm, approximately one-third the 300-mm diameter Fig. 1. Cross section of CD.
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stamper, it is not difficult to realize this accuracy. The critical, we tried many kinds of mold shapes and molding
CD maximum angular deviation is not as tight as that conditions until we succeeded in manufacturing a single-
of the video disk. The two halves of an optical video piece polycarbonate disk. Fig. 3 shows the typical bi-
disk made of PMMA rhaterial are bonded to each other refringence characteristic of our sample disk. Fig. 4
in order to prevent the umbrella-shaped deformation is an example of the relationship between the skew
caused by vapor absorbed through the incident surface, angle and the vertical deflection of the disk.
The CD is designed to play more than 74 minutes of After injection molding, the signal surface is covered
music per side, so from a software point of view a with a layer of aluminum to provide reflectivity. Al-
double-sided disk is not needed. We tried to make a though the thickness is not specified, the reflection
one-piece disk of PMMA material, but we found that coefficient of this aluminum layer, including thedouble-
during the climate test, vapor absorption warped the pass substrate transmission, is specified to be between
disk. After much testing we decided to use a polycar- 70 and 90%. To obtain this reflectivity, a thickness of
bonate material. 20 or 30 nm is sufficient. However, a thickness of 50

The single-piece polycarbonate disk passes the eli- nm or more was chosen to prevent long-term deterio-
mate test because the vapor absorption of this material ration of the aluminum layer from the deposition side.
is about 70% less than that of PMMA, and it has suf- The aluminum is covered with a photopolymerized layer
ficient strength. Unfortunately we found that polycar- which is 20-30 txm thick and protects the aluminum
bonate had difficulty meeting the birefringence spec- from the label-printing process, moisture, and other
ification, a maximum of 100 nm. This value of 100 nm harmful effects. The label is printed directly on this
is greater than the 35 nm of the video disk birefringence, protective layer.
because a lower carrier-to-noise ratio is acceptable with Materials for these two layers were carefully selected
digital signal processing, to eliminate stress between the layers and the disk sub-

To produce a disk with low birefringence, we found strate, which could cause disk deformation. The main
that compression molding was most appropriate, but dimensions of the incident side of the disk are shown
injection compression could be used. It was most dif- in Fig. 5. The maximum eccentricity of the track radius
ficult to produce a low-birefringence disk by injection
molding. In terms of productivity, injection molding 8,REFRINGENCE

[nm]

is best, followedby injectioncompressionand, finally, ,00 ,, -_
compressionmolding. In compressionmoldingand in- I '
jection-compressionmolding there are difficultiessuch _ II I

as smallairbubblesinsidethe disk.A separatemolding ',
machine to form the center hole' and a long molding I, ',

i

index time were required. Because injection molding , 30I I I I _ I _ I RADIUS

is the highest yield, we concentrated our efforts on ,8 20 I_ -_ ,8 c0 188
i

injection molding and a polycarbonate material, i ,,tmmJ
Asthe innermostandoutermostareasof thediskare I :

I- PROGRAM AREA I

i I

CompactDisc VideoDisk ,c I __ ',
1. Maximum de-

flection
AX +0.4 mm +0.23 (1.5), -0.39

(-2.5) mm Fig. 3. Typical birefringence characteristic.
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Fig. 2. Mechanical accuracy of CD. Fig. 4. Typical vertical deflection and skew angle.
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relative to the center hole is +70 IJtm. The diameter of time-code signal from the DAE-1100. Therefore, we

the center hole is 15 _+0.1 mm. We have found during can make the music script with the SMPTE time-code
manufacturing that this tolerance range is not difficult signal. We decided to provide a user's bits area in the
to work with. CD system, which has eight channel bits. Only two

channel bits are in the user's area called the P.Q. chan-

2 BRIEF REVIEW OF DISK MANUFACTURING nel. The P.Q. channel is very useful, because in it are
the table of contents, music number, and absolute-ad-

Next, we will review briefly the CD manufacturing dress time code, which make random access and disk

process which consists of three parts: premastering, identification possible. To make this P.Q. channel sig-
mastering, and duplication. As shown in Fig. 6, pre- nal, we must use a cue editor after editing from the
mastering is the stage up to the preparation of the digital cue editor keyboard to assign, for example, the music
master tape used in the cutting process. Mastering is number, the beginning of the music, and the end of
the process of preparing the glass master from which music.
a nickel stamper is made. Duplication, using the nickel We decided to enter this signal with the cue editor
stamper, is the process from molding to final pack- in an audio channel at the beginning of the U-matic
aging, master tape. The P.Q. channelsignal and the digital

audio signals are modulated into the CD format during
2.1 Premastering disk cutting.

As shown in Fig. 7, we start mastertape editing using
the DAE-1100, the PCM-1610, and the BVU-200B. 2.2 Polishing and Mastering Process

When we use analog sources, we must convert the signal In mastering we start with lapping and polishing, as
to a digital format using the PCM-1610 and BVU-200B shown in Fig. 8. To prevent cgntamination of the re-
before editing. All systems are controlled by a SMPTE cording area by dust or other particles which tend to

stick to the center-hole edge, we use a glass master

having no center hole. The glass master dimensions-- 120±0.3

are 220 +0, -0.1 mm diameter and 6 mm thick. Before

'si°°'_'-- polishing, the glass plate is washed first in an alkali

PLAYER RECORDER
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I 46 --_ KEYBOARD
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PROGRAMEND KEYBOARD

Max 116 ........

-- ----LEAD-OU_ Fig. 7. P.Q. code editing system.
1

Fig. 5. Dimensions of program area.
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Fig. 6. Manufacturing process of CD. Fig. 8. Polishing and mastering.
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solution, then in a Freon solution, and later dried by is shown in Fig. 12. Only low laser cutting power is
Freon. As conventional float glass is used, only a final needed, and the constant linear velocity is about one-
mirror polishing with a CeO2 optical polisher is nec- tenth lower than that of the video disk. A helium-
essary, cadmiumlaser, which can generate 15mWof output

In the next step, the substrate cleaning process, the power at 441.6 nm wavelength and which is modulated
plate is washed with deionized water and isopropyl by an acousto-optic (AO) modulator, is used for re-
alcohol in an ultrasonic washing station and dried after cording exposure. A helium-neon laser, which does
being dipped in a Freon solution. During surface in- not affect the photoresist, is used as a focus-error de-
spection, the surface cleanliness is measured with a lector in the focus servo-control system. The numerical
drop-out counter which counts the number of dropouts aperture (N.A.) of the objective lens is 0.9. By re-
in the intensity of a focused helium-neon laser spot stricting the aperture of the objective lens, a lower
reflected from the measured surface. Any deviation of numerical aperture can be obtained in order to achieve
more than 10% from the average reflected intensity is the desired pit shape and size.
counted as a dropout. At a disk rotation speed of 900 After recording, the exposed glass master is developed
r/rain ten dropouts per second is our specified limit; by an automatic developing machine in which developer
but even if there is only one spike dropout of under is sprayed on the photoresist layer. During developing,
50% in reflected intensity, or a burst dropout of less a helium-neon laser beam simultaneously monitors,
than 90% intensity over a 20-1*m length, the disk is through diffraction, the engraving depth of the pho-
rejected and repolished. Following surface inspection, toresist layer. When the beam detects the proper eh-
an adhesive layer is applied to obtain enough adhesion graving depth, development stops automatically. After
between the glass surface and the photoresist layer, drying, the developed surface is inspected with a mi-
The positive photoresist layer is applied by a spinning croscope to check the pit pattern.
coater. The thickness of this layer is kept within 105-
115 nm over the recording area of the disk. Laser 2.3 Electroplating process

recording is done with our custom-made cutting ma- Fig. 13 shows a flow diagram of the electroplatingchine. The recording quality is determined mostly by
characteristics of the cutting machine: accuracy of process. Silvering is done by sputtering silver on the

inspected glass master. The process from master (father)
groove pitch, stability of turntable rotation, precision

of the optical stylus, and automatic system control, electroplating to stamper (son) forming is similar to
which eliminates careless mishandling of the machine the electroplating process of an ordinary analog LP
by an operator. Fig. 9 is a schematic sketch of the disk. Of course, the various aspects of nickel plating,

such as composition of plating solution, plating bath,
cutting machine. The turntable is driven directly by a temperature control, solution flow, plating current dis-
brushless motor with its center shaft supported by an
air bearing. The optical stylus block is supported and tribution, and so on, are specially designed and tunedto obtain a fine surface and accurate thickness of the

moved by an air-float linear slider. The base of the nickel plate. These adjustments are completely different
machine is cushioned by an air damper to minimize
vibration noise from the floor. Fig. 10, which gives from those needed for an analog disk. The nickel master
the pit pattern of arecorded surface, shows the accuracy plate and the nickel stamper plate are inspected by
of this machine. Fig. 11 is the system block diagram measuring the replicated test disk from each plate by
of the cutting machine. The entire operation is controlled means of photopolymerization. The photopolymerized
through the main central processing unit (CPU) and its test disk is also used as a reference in comparing the

characteristics of the final molded disks. After peeling
memory, so an operator can do all the cutting work off the nickel master plate, the glass master plate is
simply by keying in an operation statement from the polished again, then recycled. If there is a need to
CPU keyboard and by setting the glass master plate on
the turntable and then removing it. The recording optics
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CRT KEY BOARD CONTROL SECTION MAIN SECTION

SECTION Fig, 10. Accuracy of cutting machine: groove pitch and ro-
Fig. 9. Schematic sketch of cutting machine, ration speed.
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exchange master plates between companies for custom Injection molding of polycarbonate material allows a
pressing in the future, we will exchange the nickel short cycle time of only 20 seconds. After injection,
mother or stamper plate, not the glass master, and while the disk is still in the mold, the center hole

is punched out, so the final shape of the disk is obtained
2.4 Stamping and Disk Inspection Process without trimming after the disk is removed from the

A diagram of the stamping and disk inspection process mold. After molding, a layer of aluminum approxi-
is shown in Fig. 14. After cleaning the stamper, it is mately 100 nm thick is evaporated onto the signal
set in the mold of the injection molding machine. As surface. Sputtering can be used instead of evaporation
mentioned earlier, polycarbonate raw material is used as its yield is good, but special care should be taken
because it has a low vapor absorption coefficient to prevent weak adhesion caused by gas formed from
(0.13%). This material was specially developed to have the bombarded substrate. A spin-coating machine sp-
a higher flow rate in order to obtain lower residual plies a protective film on the aluminum layer. The
stress or lower birefringence after molding. Thus the transparent film is an 'ultraviolet-cured acrylic resin,
temperature of.the material when injected and the mold about 10 t_m thick. The disk is inspected by visual

temperature must be higher than that needed for PMMA. observation for aluminum pin holes and black spots.
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Fig. 11. Block diagram of cutting machine.
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Fig. 13. Electroplating process, signal modulation amplitude, symmetry of the eye dia-

gram, track-following signal, and so on--is mostly

The label is directly printed on this protective layer by determined by the recorded master plate. It is important,
especially for the track-following signal (not a matter

screen printing, for concernwith the video disk), that very strict quality

2.5 Final Inspection control be observed during the mastering process. As
far as the digital signal is concerned, the block error

For perfect reproduction of the music signal, the CD rate, the table of contents in the lead-in area, and the
digital audio system incorporates error correction and P.Q. code are the three main points in final disk in-
error concealment in the design. It is therefore important spection. Quality control of birefringence characteristics
to have close tolerances during final product inspection, in the molding process is also very important.
However, we have not yet decided what characteristics This year marks the beginning of mass-production
should be inspected 100% nor what sampling rate would technology for the CD. Step-by-step improvements will
be reasonable for quality control, come about as we learn to improve its quality and re-

We are now investigating appropriate inspection liability. At the same time, we will make every effort
systems in this early stage of production. The quality to maintain volume production at the lowest possible
of the basic signal characteristics--high-frequency cost.
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